
Friday 21stApril 2017

Your Excellency
The Mayor of Port of Spain
Mr Joel Martinez
City Hall
Frederick Street
Port of Spain

Your Excellency,

Re: The Destruction of the Artwork of the Artist called Horse

Managing a  city  of  tens  of  thousands  of  burgesses  is  not  an easy  thing-  especially  when it  comes to law
enforcement. From the big acts to the small, breaches must be dealt with. Small lapses and transgressions lead
to larger oversteps. We understand this. However we believe that the issues raised by the problems around the
artist called Horse whose work was removed and destroyed from around the Savanah allows all stakeholders
and the City itself an opportunity to not only engage in a conversation about space, legality, and the role of Art
in the city’s life- but in broader discussions on how to transform Port of Spain into one of the 10 great cities on
planet earth and a City of the Future.

The  Artists’  Coalition  of  Trinidad  and  Tobago  is  the  foremost  Creative  and  Cultural  Sector  representative
organisation  in  the  nation.  We  represent  the  macro-economic  interests  of  the  Sector-  issues  of  policy,
institutions, enablers, and legislation. We would like to use the issues arising from the display and seizure of the
artwork of the artist called Horse to engage some larger issues of the role of the Creative Individual/Artists;
Creative Communities, and Culture itself to the economy, lifeways, social health, and future of the Capital City…

All over the world Cities- especially capital cities- are utilising Artists and the Creative Economy to transform and
grow themselves- Dublin, Miami, Chicago, LA, London, Daakar, Boston, San Diego, Austin, and more. Business
Insider  maintains  a  fascinating  update  of  the  principle  cities  that  successfully  practice  this:
http://www.businessinsider.com/worlds-best-cities-for-design-2015-8/#curitiba-brazil-uses-design-and-
creativity-as-an-agent-for-enhancing-its-urban-culture-and-improving-the-standard-of-living-for-its-nearly-18-
million-residents-curitibas-unique-urban-planning-model-combines-land-use-road-systems-and-public-
transportation-to-create-a-more-humane-and-innovative-metropolis-5

For the last 20 years cities have been transforming crumbling districts, animating previously dead zones, and
revitalising collapsing communities by strategically inserting and deploying artists and creatives in various ways.
Creative  Clusters,  artist  zones,  innovation  zones,  warehouse  districts,  design  districts,  artisan  areas,  areas
allocated  for  film  and  TV  sound  stages,  Heritage  Zones,  live  music  strips,  fashion  miles,  mixed  IT  zones,
monument and installation clusters, mural policies, and more have become staples in the cities of the future.
Accompanying this has been a lot of sophisticated thinking as to how to make the lived experience of these
cities some of the most elevated in the possible landscapes of human activity. Cities have been undergoing
profound transformations in the last 20 years and are now on the cutting edge of human existence. Port of
Spain- after enjoying a cultural Golden Age from 1930-1956 in which it gave the world several cultural gifts and
geniuses has been left far behind in the stakes as ‘city as destination and liveable settlement.’
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There have been a number of opportunities- large and small- to engage these sorts of interventions in the past
for Port of Spain. The 2 largest and most notable being the outstanding East Port of Spain Heritage City Growth
Pole from the 2010/11 Budget (which ACTT and the MSJ both ushered into government policy). The East Port of
Spain Council of Community Organisations led the consultative process for this for almost a decade. Few of the
project initiatives from that extensive programme have been acted upon. The second major initiative was won
by ex-Mayor Louis Lee Sing- this was getting Port of Spain to be one of the 3 inaugural cities in the Inter-
American Development Bank’s hemispheric ‘Sustainable Cities Initiative’ which sought to transform POS into a
city of the future. Due to successive government inaction and refusal to engage stakeholders honestly POS’s
participation has remained paralysed whilst the 2 other inaugural cities have grown by leaps and bounds. Since
then dozens of other cities have joined the IDB programme and have been profiting from the project.  POS
remains firmly stuck in the Dark Ages…

The present case- as minor as it  may seem on the surface- is actually  a brilliant place to start to engage a
sophisticated conversation about the transformation of Port of Spain into ‘a grand city of the world’. There are a
number of interventions which can be engaged- from those requiring no money whatsoever, to others requiring
public/private partnerships, to major transformational capital projects requiring donor funding.

We would love to meet with you to discuss the possibilities emanating from this incident and tethered to the
two large initiatives which enjoyed major traction from the ground and from international agencies.

We suggest we have a conversation with stakeholders who represent the best curation of the International Best
Thinking about Cities and their possibilities and the best indigenous thinking. Apart from ourselves we would like
you to meet with: Dean Arlen (who has been one of the most vocal of thinkers on Design Best Thinking as
regards communities and cities and an indigenous approach to that engagement); architects Mark Raymond,
Gary Turton, and Adesh Singh who have engaged the topic of urban transformation extensively; and members of
the Ministry of Design- a think tank who is attempting to leverage a more progressive, rigorous, and immersive
utility of Design in the nation’s life. ACTT will bring a multi-disciplinary Creative Sector input into the dialogue. 

We would also love to present to you at that meeting an 8-week City-wide programme of transformation which
ACTT authored and 2 former Mayors  loved and wished to act  on.  The programme attempts to completely
change the face and ‘vibration’ of the city in 8 short weeks and lift the entire profile, brand, and aesthetics of the
city in not only a cosmetic way, but in ways that may even begin to heal it of its greater problems of crime,
youth delinquency, and urban decay…

There are a number of such outstanding issues which this simple issue of the artist called Horse enables us to 
engage. Let us take the opportunity presented with both hands. We believe the time for Port of Spain to once 
again take its place as one of the Grand Cities of the World has come again.

Thanks again for your attentions in this historic project and we look forward to your response on this 
intervention at your earliest possible convenience.

Yours with Respect,

………………………………………………….
RUBADIRI VICTOR
President
ACTT
1-868-797-0949


